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The Dragon Project was 0 joint undertaking Involving 7 European 
Signatories (Austria, Denmark, Euratom, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland 
and the United Kingdom) having as Its objective the development of the 
helium cooled high temperature reactor. Established on the Initiative of 
OECD (then OEEC), the Project came Into effect on 1 April 1959 and was 
based at the AEE Wlnfrlth site of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Authority. The Project was governed by a Board of Management made up 
of representa t ives of the 7 Signatories and the OECD Nuclear Energy 
Agency (formerly ENEA) and was staffed by engineers and sc i en t i s t s 
drav/n from all the Signatory count r ies . Two of the Signatories, the 
UKAEA and Euratom (Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, I taly, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands) provided 87% of the funds for the 
Project, the remainder coming from the smaller national members. OECD, 
as originator and patron of the Dragon Project (but not a financial 
contributor to It), took responsibili ty for drafting and securing s ignatures 
to the Dragon Agreements (both the original and subsequent extensions) 
and for receiving and publishing the Annual Reports. 

The main technical objectives of the Dragon Project were; - to construct 
a 20 MW (thermal) reactor; to develop the bas ic technology of the high 
temperature reactor and, la ter , to conduct technical and cos t a s s e s s 
ments of the HTR, a s a commercial power sys tem. The Dragon Reactor 
Experiment (DRE) v/as based upon a conceptual design that had been 
evolved In the UKAEA, principally at AERE, Harwell , between January 
1956 and March 1959. The Project took over this concept , together with 
the Information derived from preliminary UKAEA research on the sys tem. 
I n l s Included the original ideas of pyrocarbon coated particle fuel and 
the prismatic graphite structure of the fuel e lements . 

The construction of the 20 MW DRE was commenced early In 1960, the 
principal plant components being supplied by contractors throughout the 
Signatory countr ies . CriticalIty was achieved In August 1964; the 
reactor reached 50% nominal full pov/cr ( I . e . 10 MW) In October 1965 and 
was operated at that level for some time (according to plan) before being 
raised to full power (20 MW) In April 19C6. The Dragon Reactor 
Experiment v/as the world's first helium cooled high temperature reactor 
using an all graphite core structure and coated particle fuel. 
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Over the ensuing 10 years the DRE was used by the Dragon Project 
mainly as a facility to develop and evaluate fuel e lements for proposed 
commercial HTRs providing the proper environment and cons 'durable core 
space for this purpose. This application was closely co-ordinated with 
the much smaller sca le but accelerated capsule and loop Irradiations 
carried out In research reactors . It should be noted that the DRE 
accommodated fuel experiments originating with the various IITR groups 
in the Signatory countries ard included some of USA origin . 

Dragon assessment s tudies of commercial IITRs concentrated primarily 
on steam cycle electr ici ty generation dealing in l e s s detail with the 
direct cycle gas- turbine and, later, with process heat appl ica t ions . The 
design concept for the prismatic-core type HTR, with the multlcavity 
PCRV, evolved by the Project, was adopted by GAG In their commercial 
HTR proposals In preference to their earl ier Fort Saint Vrain layout. 
Ini t ia l ly , Dragon Project based Its commercial HTR a s s e s s m e n t s on the 
thorium fuel cyc le , but later concentrated mainly on lov/ enriched uranium 
sys t ems . 

The Dragon Project played a major role In developing IITR technology to 
i ts present level and pioneered several very Important a s p e c t s such a s ; 
the TRISO (PyC/SlC/PyC) coated particle; the large kernel LEU fuel 
part ic le; the earl ier invest igat ions of the behaviour of metal al loys In 
very high temperature HTR helium. 

Important collaborations were set up between the Dragon Project and the 
major national undertakings in the HTR field. The ear l ies t of these , 
which extended from 1960 to 1976 was that formally es tab l i shed between 
the USAEC (and subsequently USERDA) and the Project. This initially 
related to the interchange of Information and experience arising from the 
design construction and operation of the Peach Bottom HTR and the DRE. 
The collaboration was a natural consequence of the fact that both of 
these systems had a common origin, In the original Harwell work. 

No l e s s significant was the agreement formalised between the Dragon 
Project and, Initially^ the Eurotom THTR Project based at KPA, JCIllch, 
which was soon superseded by a direct agreement between the Project 
and KFA. This led to a very act ive form of collaboration, which Included 
shared programmes that a lso brought in other groups. •••» 

T h e DRAGON PROJECT w a s t e r m i n a t e d on 31 M a r c h 197G, t h e DRE h a v i n g 
been shutdown a few months earlier after 10 years operat ion. The core 
of the reactor was discharged and all the fuel elements dismant led. It 
became the property of the UKAEA on termination of the Project. 


